The Whipstitch

Whipstitch is a simple stitch that is used to sew a book’s leaves together by passing the thread over and over the spine.

Seton Hall Libraries Respond to COVID-19

Seton Hall University Libraries has made contingency plans to support remote research and teaching services due to COVID-19.

Together Again: Personal Narratives of COVID-19

Uniting the Seton Hall Community

To reconnect as a community, we seek your stories of what this time has been like for you. How has it changed your
Together Again: Personal Narratives of COVID-19

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS!

Uniting the Seton Hall University Community

Quality of Life Resources

Walsh Library is here to help members of the SHU Community. We understand that right now that Quality of Life needs are very important, we have created a page to address these needs.

IHS Library and SOM Students Help Guide Care

As we race to understand how to combat COVID-19, medical professionals have
With the research, SOM Students and IHS Librarians are helping medical professionals by combing through research to answer these questions.

New Coworkers

We miss being on campus with students and colleagues, but our new coworkers aren’t so terrible.

COVID-19 Relief Fund

These recent days have brought a wave of uncertainty into all of our lives. We thank you for your continued thoughts, prayers, and steadfast support. The compassion you have shown reiterates the true sentiment that Seton Hall’s strength is its community, and that we are all in this together. We are one Seton Hall family, one University; may we continue to keep growing, keep rising, and keep moving forward.